Software AG is a major enterprise software vendor with global presence and Europe's 2nd largest
software company. Software AG's unique product portfolio encompasses webMethods, ARIS,
Terracotta, Adabas business-lines. A major Java middleware platform provider - solutions
spanning BPMS, SOA, DB, and Cloud. A long-standing member of JCP and active member of
many expert groups and chair. We hope to bring in a fresh perspective of medium scale vendor
and a significant java technology provider & consumer
Prasad Yendluri has relevant experience and desire to influence JCP in a constructive fashion for
betterment..
As a Vice President and Deputy CTO for Software AG, Prasad Yendluri, is responsible for industry
standards involvement, oversight and adoption, architecture and related product strategy.
Prasad had been a long-standing member of JCP served as expert member of several JSRs, including
JAXM, JAXB, JAXR, JAX-RPC JBI and JCA. Software AG also co-chairs JSR-107 (JCache).
He had also been actively involved in a number standards bodies, including W3C, OASIS, WS-I, OMG,
OSGi, Eclipse Foundation, SOA Consortium, WS-TF and CSCC. Administrative contact as well as active
member and editor of several works including the WS-Policy, WS-Addressing, WSDL 2.0, WS-BPEL 2.0,
BPEL4People, BPMN 2.0, WS-I Basic Profiles and SCA.
He served on the WS-I board for 6 years, and now serves on the steering committee for WS-I member
section in OASIS. Also serves on the Steering committee for AMQP member section in OASIS and also
on CSCC steering committee.
Co-author of several specifications, including CAMP, TOSCA, WS-MetadataExchange, WS-Discovery,
SOAP/JMS, BPMN 2.0. Published numerous technical articles in several Web services journals.
Significant contributor to UDDI and lead architect and co-author of the RosettaNet Implementation
Frameworks 1.1 and 2.0. He is inventor and co-inventor of several patents and patent applications.
Prior to joining Software AG Prasad worked for companies such as Netscape, AOL, Siemens ROLM,
Unisys, Amdahl, and Vitria in various senior positions in software development and architecture. Prasad
Yendluri holds a Masters degree in Computer Science from the University of Louisiana and a Bachelor of
Science in Electrical Engineering from Madras Institute of Technology.

